February 20, 2013    PASSED

Medical Examiner FY14 Fee Schedule

Request to change and correct submitted Fee Schedule:

The Social Services Appropriations Subcommittee changes the following fees (reference the fee numbers in the Issue Brief found at http://le.utah.gov/interim/2013/pdf/00000981.pdf):

The following change request is to correct various fee description errors, correct Est. Rev. charge totals and correct fees totals to the updated charges. These were changes submitted for change, but not entered in to document.

February 20, 2013
Needed changes to Medical Examiner Fee Schedule
LEK – Medical Examiner Office

Line 2583 – Est. Rev. Charge total incorrect, change amount to the following:
Change Est. Rev. Charge total to $0

Line 2585 – Description incorrect, change to the following:
Use of Medical Examiner facilities and assistants for Autopsies.

Line 2588 – Est. Rev. Charge total incorrect, change amount to the following:
Change Est. Rev. Charge total to $0

Line 2590 – Description incorrect, change to the following:
All other requestors and additional copies.

Line 2590 – Est. Rev. Charge total incorrect, change amount to the following:
Change Est. Rev. Charge total to $0

Line 2591 – Est. Rev. Charge total incorrect, change amount to the following:
Change Est. Rev. Charge total to $0

Line 2592 – Est. Rev. Charge total incorrect, change amount to the following:
Change Est. Rev. Charge total to $0

Line 2593 – First two lines of description are duplicates and need to be deleted:
Delete first two line of descriptions.

Line 2593 – Est. Rev. Charge total incorrect, change amount to the following:
Change Est. Rev. Charge total to $0
Line 2594 – First two lines of description are duplicates and need to be deleted: Delete first two line of descriptions.
Line 2594 – Est. Rev. Charge total incorrect, change amount to the following: Change Est. Rev. Charge total to $0
Line 2595 – Description incorrect and wrong location, change to the following: Photographic, Slide and Digital Services. Also, this line needs to be moved to above Line 2596.
Line 2595 – First two lines of description are duplicates and need to be deleted: Delete first two line of descriptions.

Line 2600 – Est. Rev. Charge total incorrect, change amount to the following: Change Est. Rev. Charge total to $50.00
Line 2601 – Description incorrect, change to the following: Digital X-ray Image from Digital Source, Flat fee per X-ray image.
Line 2601 – Est. Rev. Charge total incorrect, change amount to the following: Change Est. Rev. Charge total to $0
Line 2602 – Description incorrect, change to the following: Digital Image copied from Digital Source, Flat fee for up to 30 requested images.
Line 2602 – Old Fee total incorrect, change amount to the following: Change New Fee total to $1.00
Line 2602 – New Fee total incorrect, change amount to the following: Change New Fee total to $1.00
Line 2603 – New Fee total incorrect, change amount to the following: Change New Fee total to $1.00
Line 2603 – Description incorrect, change to the following: Digital Image copied from Digital Source, per image cost for request over 30 images.
Line 2604 – New Fee total incorrect, change amount to the following: Change New Fee total to $5.00
Line 2604 – Fee Change total incorrect, change amount to the following: Change Fee Change total to $2.50
Line 2604 – Est. Rev. Charge total incorrect, change amount to the following: Change Est. Rev. Charge total to $25.00
Line 2614 – Subtotal amount incorrect, change amount to the following: Change Subtotal total to $4,733.00